Announcement 656

Physician Claims for Partial Quantities of Certain Drugs Have Been Reprocessed

Physician administered drug (PAD) claims for partial quantities of certain drugs that denied inappropriately with edit code 9161 (Missing/invalid quantity dispensed) on or after December 9, 2011, and before April 19, 2013, have been automatically reprocessed. The adjudication of affected claims appears on remittance advices dated October 4 (professional claims) or October 11, 2013 (institutional claims).

Claims for the following drugs were reprocessed:

- ALIMTA®
- ARANESP®
- AVASTIN®
- CYTARABINE INJ PF 20 MG/ML
- EPOGEN®/PROCRIT®
- HECTOROL®
- OMONTYS®
- ONCASPAR®
- POTASSIUM CHLORIDE INJ 2 MEQ/ML
- PROCRIT®
- VENOFER®
- ZOFRAN®
- ZOMETA®